
care & cleaning guidelines
Alta Honeycomb Shades are 100% polyester and are 
treated to help resist dust, dirt, and stains. 

dusting Dust your shades regularly using an ordinary 
soft, clean cloth, dust cloth or mitt, feather-like duster, 
or cylindrical dust brush specially designed for shades. 

Vacuuming For deeper cleaning, vacuum gently with a 
brush attachment.

compressed air/Hair dryer Use a can of compressed 
air or a hand-held hair dryer on the COOL setting to 
blow off dust and debris.

spot cleaning Use a soft cloth or sponge moistened 
with lukewarm water and mild detergent. Blot gently to 
avoid creasing or damaging the fabric.

Bathtub cleaning/water immersion
This method can be used for most, but not all, 
honeycomb fabrics. DO NOT USE with any SoftStyle 
fabrics or Blackout fabrics. DO NOT immerse headrails 
on any operating system other than standard cordlock.

Immerse entire shade in lukewarm water with a mild 
detergent and gently move the water around with your 
fingers. Rinse with clear water. Close shade before 
removing, and hold vertically allowing the excess water 
to drain off. Re-install the damp shade into the window. 
Lower the shade all the way down and allow to dry 
completely.

ultrasonic cleaning Professional ultrasonic cleaning 
is recommended for most, but not all, Honeycomb 
fabrics. DO NOT USE with any Blackout fabrics. 

injection/extraction cleaning This type of cleaning 
injects a cleaning solution into the fabric and 
immediately extracts the dirty solution. The service is 
typically performed in the home.  

care & cleaning guidelines
dusting Dust your blinds regularly using an ordinary 
soft, clean cloth, chemically-treated dust cloth or mitt, 
feather-like duster, or cylindrical dust brush specially 
designed for blinds. 

Vacuuming For deeper cleaning, vacuum gently with a 
brush attachment.

compressed air/Hair dryer  
Use a can of compressed air or a hand-held hair dryer 
on the COOL setting to blow off dust and debris.

spot cleaning Faux Wood Blinds only.  
Use a soft cloth or sponge moistened with lukewarm 
water and mild detergent if needed. DO NOT USE to 
clean Wood Blinds.

Bathtub cleaning/water immersion
Faux Wood Blinds without cloth tapes only.  
DO NOT USE to clean Wood Blinds.

Immerse entire blind in lukewarm water with a mild 
detergent and gently move the water around with 
your fingers. Rinse with clear water. Close blind before 
removing, and hold vertically allowing the excess water 
to drain off. Re-install the damp blind into the window. 
Lower the blind all the way down and allow to dry 
completely.

operaTing insTrucTions
cordless lift shades
Firmly grasp the handle or center of the bottomrail, 
then lift or lower the shade to the desired position.

cordless lift & lock™ shades
Push and hold the button on the bottomrail handle.  
Lift or lower the shade to the desired position, then 
release the button to lock the shade into place.

motorization
Push the up or down botton on the remote or 
PowerWand™ to raise or lower shades.

standard rectangular and  
Top-down/Bottom-up shades
Raising Your Shade: Pull the cord toward the center of 
the shade (approximately 30° from vertical) until the 
lock is released. Continue pulling the cord at this angle 
until the shade reaches the desired position. To lock, 
move the cord back toward the edge of the shade and 
release.

Lowering Your Shade: Pull the cord toward the center of 
the shade (approximately 30° from vertical)  until the 
lock is released. Let the cord slip slowly through your 
fingers until the shade reaches the desired position. To 
lock, move the cord back to the edge of the shade.

continuous cord loop shades
Pull gently on the front or back of the cord loop  
to lift or lower the shade.

noTe: If the cord tensioner moves up the cord while 
operating, you have not secured it to the wall or window 
frame. You must do so for the shade to operate properly. 

Vertical application
Grasp the handle on the side rail and pull the shade 
back and forth across the window.

operaTing insTrucTions
Aligning Your Blind: After the blind is installed, tilt it 
open, then raise and lower it several times. This will 
allow the cords and slats to align themselves.

cordless lift Blinds
Firmly grasp the center of the bottomrail, then lift  
or lower the blind to the desired position.

cordless lift & lock™ Blinds 
Push and hold the button on the bottomrail to lift or 
lower the blind. Release the button to lock the blind 
into place.

motorization
Press button on remote to tilt slats open and closed.

standard Blinds
Tilting The Slats: Pull down on either one of the tilt 
cords or twist the tilt wand until slats reach the desired 
position.

Raising Your Blind: Ensure slats are in the open position, 
then pull the lift cord downward until the blind reaches 
the desired height. Release the cord and the blind will 
automatically lock into place.

Lowering Your Blind: Gently pull the cord toward the 
center of the blind until the lock releases. Let the cord 
slip slowly through your fingers until the blind reaches 
the desired height. Move the cord toward the outside 
of the blind and release. The blind will automatically 
lock into place.
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